Abstract: Technical approach for detecting and monitoring tiredness levels of drivers continue to emerge and many are now in the development, validation testing, or early implementation stages. Previous studies have reviewed available tiredness detection and prediction technologies and methodologies. As the name indicates this project is about advanced technologies in cars for making it more intelligent and interactive for avoiding accidents on roads. Now a day's increases the road accidents due to over speed. to avoid this kind of accident we choose this topic. You've seen them on the highway. Many drivers ignore the speed limit and drive 10, 20 and sometimes 30 mph over the limit. Speed kills, and traveling above the speed limit is an easy way to cause a car accident.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An general idea of Existing System: When you consider work-related protection hazard, you perhaps think about what goes on inside the workplace. But one of the greatest intimidations to your safety is not in the workplace, but rather on the road. Someone is indignant every 18 seconds. Over 2 million of those injuries turn out to be disabling. A person dies in a crash on U.S. roads every 11 minutes. In fact, motor vehicle accidents are the most common reason of bereavement in the United States more than tumor or heart attacks. When we think about the grave accident, it could change your life- and not for the better. As of now most of the investigate and implementation on with perfunctory road accidents.

II. GSM MODULE

Fig. GSM module

GSM/GPRS RS232 electronics equipment from rhydoLABZ is made with SIMCOM build SIM900 Quad-band GSM/GPRS engine, works on frequencies 850 megacycle per second, 900 MHz, 1800 megacycle per second and 1900 megacycle per second, it's terribly compact in size and simple to use as infix GSM electronic equipment. The electronic equipment is intended with RS232 Level device electronics equipment, that permits you to directly interface laptop port .The baud may be configurable from 9600-115200 through AT command. at first electronic equipment is in Auto baud mode. This GSM/GPRS RS232 electronic equipment has internal TCP/IP stack to alter you to attach with web via GPRS. it's appropriate for SMS likewise as knowledge transfer application in M2M interface. The electronic equipment required solely three wires (Tx, Rx, GND) except Power provide to interface with microcontroller/Host laptop. The inbuilt Low Dropout Linear transformer permits you to attach big selection of unregulated power provide (4.2V -13V). Yes, five V is in between !! .Using this electronic equipment, you'll be able to send & browse SMS, hook up with web via GPRS through easy AT commands.
MATLAB SOFTWARE

MATLAB is an Associate in Nursing interactive program for numerical computation and information visualization; it's used extensively by management engineers for analysis and elegance. There are utterly completely different toolboxes offered that stretch the essential functions of MATLAB into different application areas; in these tutorials, we'll produce thorough use of the management Systems chest. MATLAB is supported on OS, Macintosh, and Windows environments; a student version of MATLAB is accessible for personal computers. For lots of knowledge on MATLAB, please visit the MathWorks link at the best of the page. By using MATLAB we easily detect number plate and send to the next toll.

WORKING PRINCIPLE

We use this method on highway to observe speed for avoiding accident associated with over speed. First of all we have a tendency to capture the image of number plate, observe (the variety [the amount [the quantity] plate and send the capturing time and number to the second piece of land.

At second toll once more we have a tendency to capture the pictures, observe the image and compare this variety thereupon pictures that square measure sent through first piece of land. If the amount is matched then we have a tendency to compare time need to the automobile from first toll to 2nd toll. And by victimisation the speed= distance*time formulae we have a tendency to observe the speed of automobile. If speed is over than most restricted speed then we have a tendency to assign fine at 2nd toll. And if the speed of automobile is below than most speed we have a tendency to take regular toll. By using this method we have a tendency to observe the speed and try to prevent accident occurring due to over speed. We use image process technique to detect the number plate image.
V. RESULT

![Number Plate Detection System](image)

In this result we see the detected number plate. And by using check status we decided assigning the fine or not to that vehicle, its depend on the time period required to reach that vehicle.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

On toll center online smart card technique can be used. Cash can withdrawal from online money transition service at the toll.

VII. OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this system is to over-speed related accident & save the human life. we use image processing technique to detect the number plate and using this number detect the speed of car. If the speed of car is high then assign fine to that person, by using this technique we easily control the over-speed , overcome the accident relate to over-speed.

VIII. CONCLUSION

By implementing this system, we can easily control the over-speed of vehicle, and prevent accident on Expressway.
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